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indoor / damp IP40
meets BAA requirements

EXAMPLE: A8-SE-UNV
DESCRIPTION: Aestetic, emergency only, 120/277VAC

ordering logic
Series Operation Options
A8 SE (emergency only) UNV (120/277VAC)

builder
Series Operation Options

Job/Location:
Contractor: Job Type:

Prepared By: Date:

AESTETICA (A8)

specifications: internal
AESTETICATM features a multi input (120/277VAC) transformer, brown-
out and short-circuit protection, and a fully automatic recharge circuit 
that is regulated by an electronic voltage sensor. Standard 4.8V 2.2Ah 
nickel-cadmium battery provides a minimum 90 minutes emergency 
duration, and is protected by a low-voltage cut-off circuit. 

specifications: external
The AESTETICATM is injection molded using corrosion and flame 
resistant ABS material. Designed to transmit as much light as possible 
during a power failure. The Lexan constructed diffuser is clear by design 
and has been UV stabilized to reduce yellowing. The housing color is 
natural light gray. External test switch and monitor LED are standard.

Series A B C

A8
5.3” 13.25” 1.8”

135mm 337mm 46mm

NOTE: 3 year warranty standard, see details on next page.

The compact and low profile design 
allows the AESTETICATM to be 
incorporated into the architecture 
of the installation.

Installation: Can be surface wall 
or ceiling mounted. The internal 
housing connection clips securely 
hold the reflector and diffuser 
in place and discourage any 
tampering.

Even light distribution using 8W 
linear fluorescent T5 lamp.  

Vandal resistant design.









The AESTETICATM offers design, 
performance, ease of installation and 
reliability.

Lamps: The AESTETICATM features a 
single 8W linear T5 lamp that is included. 

Housing: The injection molded ABS 
housing and clear Lexan diffuser, insures 
durability, and efficiency.

Low profile design.
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specifications: electrical

BATTERY: The AESTETICATM uses a 4.8V 700mAh maintenance free 
nickel cadmium battery that provides a minimum emergency duration 
of 90 minutes. Recharge time of batteries is 24 hours.

CIRCUIT: The automatic recharge circuit is regulated by an electronic 
volt sensor and the battery is protected by a low-voltage cut-off circuit. 
The AESTETICATM features a multi input (120/277VAC) transformer and 
brown-out protection.

specifications: mechanical
The AESTETICATM features vandal resistant design and a single 8W 
linear T5 lamp that is included. The injection molded ABS housing and 
clear Lexan diffuser, insures durability, and efficiency. The internal 
housing connection clips securely hold the reflector and diffuser in 
place and discourage any tampering.

fluorescent emergency
The use of fluorescent emergency is standard practice for Beghelli. 
The benefits are obvious: even light distribution, long lamp life, never 
having to worry if the lamps are positioned properly, increased fixture 
to fixture spacing, lighting the entire environment (rather than just the 
path of egress) and accurate photometrics. The AESTETICATM does all 
this in a compact package.

warranty
The AESTETICATM comes with a 3-year factory warranty. Lamp is not 
covered under the warranty. Deliberate damage, misuse, improper 
installation effectively cancel the warranty.
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Mounting Height: 8Ft.
Room dimensions: 36Ft (L) x 6Ft (W) x 8Ft (H)
Fixture Spacing: 20Ft.

photometrics

Technical
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